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Climate and Natural Resources 

• Climate has always been considered in 
managing our natural resources

• Stable climate is predictable, a changing 
climate is unpredictable

• All aspects of mission potentially affected
– Infrastructure, forests, recreation, cultural 

resources



Climate Action

• Executive Branch (EO, ED)
• US Climate Alliance
• Department initiatives 

– Sprint Teams
– Carbon Credits
– Utility Scale Solar
– Facilities 
– Mass timber



Need for Climate Policy

• Direct and prioritize actions strategically
• Focus on mitigation and adaptation
• Build policy and processes that support 

strategy and operations
• Define roles and responsibilities

– Divisions
– Sprint Teams
– Office of Public Lands



Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 2010

Fisheries 
Division climate 
change action 
plan
Joe Nohner & Kevin Wehrly

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Goals
1. Increase understanding and communication about 

climate change
2. Consider climate change in policy, management, & 

operations decisions
3. Identify and address climate knowledge gaps
4. Reduce Fisheries’ climate change impact

Fisheries Division Climate Change 
Action Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re charged with preserving and protecting Michigan’s public trust natural resources for the use and enjoyment of the public now and in the future. We recognize that climate change is occurring and that it threatens these resources.We’ve developed a climate change action plan to accomplish 4 main goals Within that plan we’ve identified 75 actions for us to take so that we can manage more effectively in a changing climate. Next, I’ll share handful of the priority actions in the context of their respective goals



Increase understanding and 
communication about climate change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we developed the action plan, we surveyed our staff and identified the need to increase understanding. Strong desire to have more info to be able to be climate-informed in communications with the public and in resource managementPriority actions include:Include climate change knowledge and/or communication as a desired skill in new Fisheries position(s) Building an internal library of resources to help us incorporate lessons learned from academia and other agencies into our management. Assessing staff knowledge to focus internal trainings and information appropriately.Develop climate change talking points and communications materials for Fisheries – DNR fisheries has an enormous footprint and capacity to provide leadership toward reducing greenhouse gas emissions and minimizing effects on natural resources. We can use this audience to talk about how we see evidence of climate change affecting Michiganders locally in real ways, and talk about solutions that can help us minimize and adapt to these effects. 



Consider climate change in policy, 
management, & operations decisions

Photo: Gavin MacDonald, Conservation Resource Alliance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Conduct a systematic review of Fisheries’ management, operations, and science to identify areas to adapt to and minimize climate change effects on aquatic natural resources – This review of Fisheries activities will be a significant effort for us, and we expect it to pay major dividends as well. We’re planning to have work units go through their activities and facilities usage throughout the year to determine where we can improve. For example, our stocking is informed by climate. From Grayling to Walleye, we consider information about the receiving waters to ensure that the fish we’re stocking will thrive. We plan to update our stocking guidelines for all species to include guidance related to the timing and purpose for stocking so that these efforts are climate-informed.Similarly, in habitat management, we can continue to prioritize and seek projects that build climate resilience. This is probably one of the biggest things we can do to protect fisheries from climate change. For example, we’re collaborating with CRA and have awarded them funding for engineering to remove the Baldwin River Dam. The Baldwin River is a coldwater tributary to the Pere Marquette River, which is an iconic Michigan trout, steelhead, and salmon stream. However, as the climate warms, summertime water temperatures in much of the Pere Marquette will be to warm for trout. So, reconnecting the cold Baldwin River will provide refuge and resilience for these fisheries. From here forward, our species-specific management plans should include climate change as a consideration for management moving forward.Continue to implement programs such as the wildlife action plan and the natural rivers program, which provide climate resilience and facilitate adaptation.



Identify and address 
climate knowledge gaps

Data: The Watershed Center Grand Traverse Bay

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Develop a series of case histories across Michigan showing the effects of climate change on aquatic ecosystems, fish and aquatic natural resources, and people. – there’s a growing body of literature and experience that suggests one of the most effective strategies for initiating and making progress in climate conversations is to have real world, locally relevant, relatable examples. These allow us to move conversations away from abstract concepts and politics and to our shared resources and experiences. This is how we can foster support for climate-informed management decisions. For example, we know that in a typical year today there are about 42 fewer days with ice coverage on Grand Traverse Bay, and that ice-free years are happening more frequently. That has major effects on the ice fishery in the bay and potentially on spawning success for numerous fishes, so we’ll need to ensure that we consider those effects moving forward.



Reduce Fisheries’ climate change impact

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Perform energy audits of facilities to provide facilities managers recommendations for improved energy efficiency and opportunities for cost-effective greenhouse gas emissions reductions. – We’re considering both ROI and practicality. We started with the hatcheries, because we have enormous energy costs there. DNR Fisheries has secured funding and has a contract in place to install solar arrays at five of six fish hatcheries, with installation planned to take place during the spring and summer of 2023.  These arrays are designed to produce approximately 870kW of power and are expected to save approximately $89,000 in utility expenditures in their first year of operation. This allows us to focus our limited time and funding on other activities to improve fisheries and natural resourcesDevelop and implement a system to track actions, cost savings, and emissions reductions by Fisheries. –This will help us to assess and communicate our efforts so that we can provide leadership in terms of greenhouse gas reduction and can be more effective in pursuing efficiencies so that we can focus our time and funding to benefit natural resources.



Wildlife and Climate 
Change

Wildlife Division

Christopher Hoving, PhD

Adaptation Specialist

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good morning commissioners. As Scott mentioned, I am here to give a brief summary of climate change impacts to wildlife and the Wildlife Division programs in repose to those impacts, with a focus on game species. I am the adaptation specialist within the Wildlife Division. In our Division we have species specialists, like Chad Stewart or Barb Avers, and we have topic specialists like myself. I lead the Division’s adaptation program in much the same way that Chad is our lead on deer issues and Barb is our lead on waterfowl. I work with Chad and Barb and the other species specialists to address climate impacts to their programs, as well as other wildlife management programs like habitat and infrastructure. Today I am going to focus my talk on climate change impacts to Michigan game species. 



Outline

 Which wildlife are vulnerable and why

 Wildlife Division leadership in climate 
adaptation field

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My talk has three parts: 1) how is climate relevant to game species, (often people associate climate impacts with rare species – I won’t be covering that today) 2) what does the science say about which wildlife are vulnerable and why are they vulnerable, 3) and then touch on some recent accomplishments of the Wildlife Division’s Adaptation Program.



Data and research needed to 
inform regulations setting

 What species are vulnerable?

 Why are they vulnerable?

 Research and monitoring

 Linking research to management



Recent research on Michigan wildlife 
and climate trends

 Vulnerability assessment of all terrestrial 
game species (Hoving et al 2013)

 Snowshoe hare, snow, and temperature 
(Sultaire et al 2021)

 Future of ruffed grouse in Michigan (Pomara
and Zuckerberg 2017)

 The future of winter severity in Michigan 
(Notaro et al 2014) 

 Waterfowl migration changes by species 
(Notaro et al 2016)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lesser ScaupGreater ScaupRedheadRing-necked duckCanvasbackSora



Specific vulnerability studies: 
Notaro et al. 2016

 USGS, Michigan DNR, and Ducks Unlimited research

 Waterfowl modeled to shift fall migration by end 
of century

 Green Winged Teal: 25 days

 Mallard : 40 days, if ever 

 Shift later in fall by 3 to 5 days per decade

 Not just a moving target

 Calendar gap between early and late migrants will 
continue to widen



Specific vulnerability studies: 
Notaro et al. 2016 continued

 Late migrants like mallards may not migrate 
out of the state by end of century

 Michigan’s gain will be southern states’ loss

 Habitat needs for resident waterfowl differ 
from migration



Wildlife Division is a National Leader on 
Climate Adaptation 

 Research and monitoring

 Only state with comprehensive climate vulnerability 
assessment of all terrestrial game species

Hoving et al 2013



Wildlife Division is a National Leader on 
Climate Adaptation animation 1

 Research and monitoring

 Only state with comprehensive climate vulnerability 
assessment of game species

 Literature review of climate adaptation strategies

LeDee et al 2021



Wildlife Division is a National Leader on 
Climate Adaptation animation 2

 Research and monitoring

 Only state with comprehensive climate vulnerability 
assessment of game species

 Review of climate adaptation strategies

 Integrating genetics in climate adaptation

Thompson et al 2023



Wildlife Division is a National Leader on 
Climate Adaptation animation 3

 Research and monitoring

 Only state with comprehensive climate vulnerability 
assessment of game species

 Review of climate adaptation strategies

 Integrating genetics in climate adaptation

 Decision support tools

 Better linking vulnerability to management

Thurman et al 2021



Wildlife Division is a National Leader on 
Climate Adaptation animation 4

 Research and monitoring

 Only state with comprehensive climate vulnerability 
assessment of game species

 Review of climate adaptation strategies

 Integrating genetics in climate adaptation

 Decision support tools

 Better linking vulnerability to management

 Project management checklist

Hansen et al 2022



Wildlife Division is a National Leader on 
Climate Adaptation animation 5

 Research and monitoring

 Only state with comprehensive climate vulnerability 
assessment of game species

 Review of climate adaptation strategies

 Integrating genetics in climate adaptation

 Decision support tools

 Better linking vulnerability to management

 Project management checklist

 Wildlife management menu and workbook

Handler et al 2021



Wildlife Division is a National Leader on 
Climate Adaptation animation 6

 Research and monitoring

 Only state with comprehensive climate vulnerability 
assessment of game species

 Review of climate adaptation strategies

 Integrating genetics in climate adaptation

 Decision support tools

 Better linking vulnerability to management

 Project management checklist

 Wildlife management menu and workbook

Handler et al 2021



Thank you
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